Crop Circles
T57- T99
Volume 4
Pictures are used with permission of Colin Andrews
from his Crop Circle Catalogue Volume 3
Janu served as the gatekeeper to all attunements, but his remarks are only included if
they added to an understanding of the topic. The Brotherhood of the One Light provided
most of the information. At this point in the process, I was no longer joined by my friend.
At this point, we also came across more glyphs that were not pertinent to the series being
presented, or which were entirely bogus. An explanation of why the glyph is being
skipped is always given, before moving on to the next one in the sequence. A diagram of
these skipped glyphs is presented, but in much smaller size, so that the reader can discern
the glyph upon which to focus. The Table of Contents includes only the focal glyph, which
explains the missing numbers.
The patterns should be seen as a portal or key to journey into or through in order
to engage the multi-dimensional reality and gain the understanding represented. The
reader is encouraged to take his/her own journeys through the glyphs as the experience
of a glyph is multi-dimensional and may be different for each individual.
T-57: the fluid nature of human destiny
T-59: the Pendulum of Life
T-61: the beginnings of true peace
T-62: the circular model of existence that perpetuates life
T-64: the layers of the human identity
T-65: The curved nature of reality
T-66: renewing humanity’s forgotten relationship with
the world’s other species
T-68: experiencing the reality of life as the entire human
journey from its beginning to its conclusion
T-69: the union of the light body and the soul
T-70: Guidance for living in the form universe comes only
from those who choose to live it
T-71: awakening the vehicles of expression
T-72: the Arbiters of Peace serving the Earth,
Gaia, also Sanctus Omahdi
T-73: understanding and experiencing the collective
body of life
T-74: entering profound silence
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T-75: humans of the Earth and other worlds and their
common destiny
T-76: the harmony that brings about an intimacy of
connection between all patterns of life
T-77: complex resonances through the gates of time and space
T-79: the triad core of our life reality that propels our
continuous exploration of life
T-80: a hole in time
T-81: the spiraling nature of life & moving through the realms
T-82: shedding all limitations that no longer serve you
T-83: understanding the purpose of the physical human
existence from the perspective of the full spectrum
of the human existence
T-84: The ventricles of the mind-body interface/the nine phases
of cosmic research into the nature of life
T-85: alignment of the spheres of cognition
T-86: experiencing the next phase of human development
T-87: the past and the future are one
T-88: the Arbiter of Worlds
T-89: altering the vehicles & seeing history as a timeless reality
T-90: understanding desire and life’s response
2001 Circle at Milk Hill and the Hall of Records
T-91: the role of Evil in the progression of life
T-92: celebrating the victories in life
T-94: Alpha and Omega
T-95: original construction of the human vehicles of expression
T-96: understanding life’s resonances and their return echoes
T-97: the coalescing of time & its arrangement with manifestation
T-98: the tone of the essential nature
T-99: chaos into order into chaos
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July 10, 2000 B
T-57: the fluid nature of human destiny
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
Today’s
exercise in recurrent interpretation of the movement of
human consciousness, your designation T-57, will represent
the human journey of what we would call the elongation of
the curve of human destiny into the looping reality of the
co-existence of your true nature and your fields of expression
T57
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
and experience.
Now, to continue this further, today’s journey shall
embark upon the plan of human destiny and its fluid nature. This will be a stretch for
some of more rigid concepts of the nature of life and their own being, for it will instill the
foundation for relating to the expansion of consciousness necessary to more fully
embrace your opportunities of life. Let us proceed then into this opportunity,
experiencing then a measure of the fluidity of human destiny. Not just of your three
dimensional existence but of consciousness as well.
Attune to, then at this time, and embrace this configuration. The lower right
configuration is the point of entry, so to speak, with your third dimensional empirical
concepts, perceptions, being transfigured, transformed then, once entering into the more
diverse and richer fluid nature of life. Touch now, with your mind and your
intellectuality, this configuration and proceed past this into the fluid nature of life that the
heart, so to speak, knows so well. Proceed.
(Extended pause)
Having established this connection, mentally allow the transformation into
heart-mind, non-linear, non-time-based knowingness. That is correct. The non-linear
co-existence of reality provides a completeness and symmetry and balance <that> linear
concepts do not generally achieve. When knowingness occurs in this reality its
connection with all of life is revealed. And this includes your own journey, dear one.
Forever will you perceive life as a complete reality through any element of it. This will
take some getting used to but it will influence all of your perceptions and relationships.
You are essentially a non-linear being, of which linearity or linear reality is but a moment
in its design. In this reality, you own all of time and therefore co-create its reality to serve
the destiny of your journey and all that it touches, benefits. Practice this often, especially
in times of confusion.

July 28, 2000 A
T-58 and T-59: the Pendulum of Life
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
This
designation T-58, this glyph, represents to us an anomaly in
the patterned sequence of these discourses. This pattern shall
represent an attempt by those to confuse the issue of
T58
T59
communication achieved through the other presentations of copyright
© Colin Andrews 1995
pattern.
Therefore, we shall bypass this offering and continue then with the next
designation, T-59, which is what you might call a legitimate offering, for it represents to
us and, should you choose, to you as well the Pendulum of Life. Now, in the two
dimensional current graphical presentation, this seems straightforward and simple
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understanding. However, understand this, dear one, that there exists a multi-dimensional
reality to the Pendulum of Life that on certain levels appears to be non-reciprocating with
continuous movements in every direction at once. Now, for your purposes of
understanding in your current environs, this two dimensional presentation of pattern
serves its purpose. We would, however, extend this understanding to include that which
lies beyond it.
To understand, then, the Pendulum of Life, including your own, we would have
you see it in this way. All of life is in motion as you already know. There exists, however,
in any motion, reciprocal currents of life that, as you will, "push" and "pull" producing
the patterns of life and their uniqueness of influence within themselves and on each other.
So the Pendulum of Life, you see, represents the myriad complexities of what not only
causes the life motion but that which produces the necessity for it. For life does
perpetuate itself, and this pendulum, even in its simpler presentation, represents this. The
movement in one direction precipitates the movement in another by the inherent nature of
each movement. This is, in a sense, a fundamental principle in the ongoingness of life and
we would have you see it in this way. Every motion has the imperative of another motion
by virtue of its nature, and on and on and on.
To understand this, one must prepare oneself for engaging the many uniquenesses
of life and their patterns as if they were an extension of your own life motions and vice
versa. We would have you do this by facilitating, in your consciousness, the pattern of
reversal that best represents your current life motion. This reversal pattern speaks to that
which reflects, is reflected in and demonstrates through its pattern your own.
What purpose is there, then, in this understanding, other than to once more build
the foundation for understanding your connectedness with life to the point where your
perspective on your relationship with it is expanded? This glyph connects you with, or
represents your connection with, life in motion that never ceases so that your appreciation
of the rest of life is never static, including the understanding of your own. This glyph
represents a turn away from the isolated nature of the human ego identity into the Family
of Life.

Aug. 28, 2000 B
T-60 and T-61: the beginnings of true peace
JANU: We would say straight away that this one T-60 pattern is an anomaly in the
sequence. We would point your attention to those who endeavor to make a mockery of
that which they do not understand. We will leave it at that and move on to the next
configuration, T-61, which has meaning and
depth in accordance with this series.
This glyph, then, represents the
culmination of a series of steps in the human
journey in consciousness, delivering
T60
T61
humanity, so to speak, to the threshold that
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
brings forward group understanding and
cooperation. For this represents such, you see, and is designated the pattern of the
beginnings of peace.
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BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
We are convening this afternoon,
demonstrating to you through some restructuring of your patterns of being the relative
configuration for understanding and engaging this particular pattern or glyph you see.
This represents the harmonious culmination of certain achievements of consciousness in
the human journey, leading to a threshold, as described by our brother, of the beginnings
of true peace as a collective society and consciousness. We would have you know at this
time that this pattern has been expanded upon, however, all have not retained its likeness
in their being of conscious engagement of life to the degree necessary to take advantage
of it. This configuration represents the alignment of the vehicles with the threefold nature
of life in your realm of existence leading to the discovery and embracing of more
complex realities of the peace that it represents. For this afternoon’s journey into this
pattern, we would have you understand that in some ways this is a regressive experience
for you and in others, it’s a confirming of that which you reach for.
Let us begin now by adopting the essential nature of this pattern into your core
memory, allowing there to be a chord struck, a tone if you will, that ripples through your
vehicles, bringing alignment and synergism. Practice this as we proceed and let the
journey begin.
In the archive of memory for the human journey, this threshold of realization was
established forty-nine millennia ago, on a small island in the area of your Pacific Ocean.
It spread rapidly as the chord was struck, a resonance with the living consciousness of
your world and its many structures of life force. This marked for some time the beginning
of the movement of humanity into its true destiny. Its destiny lies in the fact that the true
spirit of humanity has ordained, or decreed, the truth of its connection with your world.
You see, humanity--the true spirit thereof--is more at one with the consciousness of your
world than you realize.
The human journey is a journey of representatives of a model or pattern of
interface, a vehicle of expression to facilitate the awakening of the destiny of an entire
world. This is revealed through this glyph and your true nature. We would have you see
this now for what it is and see your reason for being in a new and larger way.

Sept. 11, 2000 B
T-62: the circular model of existence that perpetuates life
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Let us examine
your receptivity to that which this represents, foreseeing any
possibilities of deep penetration interference. We examine
closely here. And upon close examination see that which
would forestall the anomalies needed in your current
pathways of perception. To progress any further, then, we
T62
would require of you the moving forward into progressed
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
states of understanding to include round or circular models of
life. By this we mean the closed loop systems of life that by their very nature perpetuate
their existence. For this understanding, represented by this configuration, conforms to
that reality and we would have you know this.
Make the adjustment, then, at this time, embracing this model of life. Now then,
from your linear, empirical concepts, align yourself with the two extensions of this orb
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as representing linear, dual reality and push off, so to speak, into this new, for you, model
of understanding: closed loop functional life.
The reason for this experience in the progression of your awakening, the
foundations of life of which you are a part, is that this model of life finds its example
throughout your universe in the root of your existence. Understanding life without
beginning or end, starting or stopping point, always repeating and never repeating, and
you begin to understand your impression at times of the seeming lack of continuity and
randomly oriented flow of images. To realize that, that one’ s existence in your world is
not rooted in linear life, is a significant opportunity to embrace other realities. They exist
within your nature. We would have you know this for, to extend your understanding in
this way, brings about, or brings forward, the patterns of understanding that unlock doors
of opportunity to engage life in a larger way. Seeing your existence, then, as a cell in the
body of life gives birth to new concepts. In this model of reality, one sees the beginning
and end of things, and the progression of life simultaneously, for to experience any part
of life in this model is to be positioned to connect with the rest of the model.
For practical application, let us examine any moment in your life’s experience
that can be defined as singular, unique in any way. Go there now and be that.
Yes, the first time you experienced flying in an aircraft. You were looking out the
window of an airline with your grandfather in this life. And as you left the ground you
realized there was no turning back. This key experience, when embraced within this
model of understanding, connects you with every experience of this nature. You have
experienced the no turning back many times and seeing these events in this way reveals
their merit, their contribution, their liberating gift.
This marvel of perceiving life through your own brings about a resolution of the
fears that so many harbor. We would have you know this simple truth and garner its
benefit.

Sept. 25, 2000 B
T-63 and T-64: the layers of the human identity
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: What we have here, that being your
designation T-63, is a frivolous attempt to impugn the reality of that which has been
presented over the course of some time in these fields of grain.
We will continue then with T-64, being
six concentric circles in close proximity.
Concentric with one solid disk. This pattern, this
representation speaks to the complexity of the
human journey in terms of the layering of
identities, individually and collectively, of the
human experience, within the human
experience. To reveal this more fully, one must
T63
T64
embrace this pattern, this phenomenon, from the
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
perspective of a ground zero, so to speak,
perspective of what’s happening within the human grid consciousness. Let us then
identify for a moment with the center circle or disk as being your very own central
identity and examine this layering phenomenon from there.
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Proceed, then, with this shift in identity. You discover at first blush, so to speak,
that you cease to have the sense of being what most have come to consider as human.
And, if truth be known, you are and you are not, at the same time, that which you
suppose. Continuing then with this movement in identity, one finds oneself free of any
imperative to prove the worth of any of these layers, for they are, in a sense, shadow
realities of no enduring substance, but exist to serve a purpose. To understand the nature
of the human journey, one must examine it from this perspective, being able to come to
conclusions with the unique view.
The six circles represent the six thresholds of the human experience, your current
course being the third circle out from the center. This does not suggest that each circle
progresses further away from the central reality. But is another threshold of the center
reality’s journey in this field of experience. You may, if you wish, choose to consider
these circles as dimensional realities although this does not explain fully what is taking
place.
We would have you note at this time that there are the beginnings, tendrils if you
will, of consciousness excursions into the next ring. This increasing exponentially with
time, which is a function of the third ring. Now, in a larger perspective, one can see that
the thrust for movement into the fourth ring in the human journey does not exist solely
from the efforts of life awareness in the third, but the fourth reality is beckoning, drawing
the center of attention and experience from the third to the fourth. As you open your
consciousness to this other side of the reality of the progression of consciousness, you
can take advantage of this growing imperative. Do not forget that the reality of the six
rings exists within the purview of the central core reality of your true nature. Therefore,
these six realities do not escape their connection with who you truly are. Once again, the
closed loop reality of life reveals itself in this structure of life.

T-65: The curved nature of reality
October 16, 2000 B
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: These many configurations are leading to an
understanding that will engage the best opportunities of your future through preparation
of the knowledge base and the quickening of that which
humanity has achieved thus far which, when understood
properly, casts light upon that which is to come.
For today’s journey, we shall engage that which you
have selected, T-65. To begin with, we shall prepare in this
way, understanding that this configuration speaks to or
T65
addresses the cycles of life and the curved nature of reality
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
that, in its finer understandings, connects all life together, for
life is a curved or folded reality, as is your past and your future through the curving of the
now, you see. We will engage this pattern at this time, functioning in the now reality of
your being, which is the starting point for this journey.
Let us begin even while we are speaking, for in the now of your being the future
and past are understood as one. The now of your being is that reality that unites them,
communicates with them, and coordinates them, and in the now of your being they are
one, for no life is truly separate from any other and your past and your future are life. So
while the understanding and experiencing of these glyphs are as a construct describing
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the human journey thus far, in the understanding of today’s engagement your future is
understood as well, for the past and the future are painted with the same brush, dear one,
and you are that brush.
Let go, now, the habits of duality identification and allow the spectrum of life,
past and future, to converge in your now understanding.
(Extended pause)
For now you see, dear one, you are in fact a time traveler, with past and future
living within your being at the same time, free to roam its spectrum. For what you will
become, you already are, for you cannot become that which does not live with in you.
The linear journey of three dimensional life is the path of discovering that spectrum,
which in its fuller truth is not limited to the linear journey, you see. So many attempt to
understand and embrace the truth of their being from only one point in the spectrum of
life and will always be limited to its dimension. You are the spectrum, dear one, and the
spectrum exists within you. You are no more one point or another. And now understand
the peace of non-attachment, even during full engagement. Living in this reality, this
truth, brings one to an understanding of the true nature of life and their own being.
T-66: renewing humanity’s forgotten relationship with the world’s other species
October 23, 2000 B

JANU: Today’s representation being T-66, a pattern best recognized by those who insist
upon a better climate for the world’s species in terms of survival. There are species in
your world that are not human who have within them the
potential to develop in profound ways their degree, their gift
of not only consciousness but talents in the management of
the world’s resources of all kinds. Mankind’s arrogance in
the area of perceived supremacy and all-knowingness
regarding the life forms of your world must give way to
maturity of wisdom in enlightened relationship with these
species. This glyph presented at this time will provide an
T66
opportunity to move into this understanding and reaffirm or
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
renew humanity’s forgotten relationship with the other
species of your world.
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
We come to you at this time
prepared to do so as described by our brother Janu, having to do with an excursion into
the lives of these species of your world which are many dimensional, profoundly
interesting, and diverse in their culture and in their perception and grasp of the nature of
life, including your world. Let us proceed, then, with preparation for the merging with the
opportunity afforded by this pattern, entering then not so much as the human you have
come to know and identify with being but as yet another species of this world filled with
species. We do so now, at this time, partake of and energize or activate this pattern for
your journey.
As you can see, the transition into this pattern is rather brief, when properly
prepared, and in acceptance. And now you find yourself in communication with and
observing the spatial and esoteric reality of this diverse life. Choose your communication,
your contacts, and we shall proceed with this.
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JR:
Yes, my brothers. I choose at this time those that live in the seas and have clear
memory of their movement in life and the origins of humanity and the purposes thereof.
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
Seeing yourself, then, as a
participating team member bodes well for your commitment. The selection for this
request will be not the dolphins, as you had presumed, but those of the deep oceans,
meaning the cephalopods with their ancient culture and traditions. As you can experience,
their relationship with life at these great depths is somewhat more serene in terms of the
many material distractions of the human journey, leaving them in full communication
with the heart of the Earth and their fellow travelers on the journey of Earth life. Their
greater physical flexibility and dexterity make them well suited for configurations of
expression and acclimation. They have known of humanity’s propensity for world
domination and the consumption. They have the ability to adjust with the contortions of
Earth’s energetic reality and through this ability are able to read the many changes the
earth is experiencing and contribute in their way. Mankind’ s somewhat rigid relationship
with the movements of Earth life leave them out of touch with reading these changes and
the communications that exist as a result. Mankind would to well to learn to be this
adaptable to the eddies and currents of life with which they live, for this is one of the
Earth’s mediums of communication and each of the species have their unique pattern of
communication interface with these fields of Earth life. For these fields are the product of
Earth consciousness and have much to say.
We will withdraw, then, from this opportunity, thanking those species who have
allowed this look into their lives and relinquish our hold on this alignment, allowing the
return, then, to your former state.

T-67 and T-68: experiencing the reality of life as the entire human journey
from its beginning to its conclusion
October 30, 2000 B
JANU: We would have you know at this time that this
particular glyph breeches the security measures imposed by
the authority for these by designating this glyph as available
for scrutiny but it is as yet unauthorized for such. This
particular glyph will result in such a measure of anomaly
T67
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configuration in the organization of the balance between
states of consciousness for the individual journeyer or traveler that it would be unwise at
this time to broadcast such without authorization and preparation, you see. We will leave
this one for this time. Please do return to it when inspired to
do so.
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: For this glyph of
your designation T-68, we would have it seen in this way.
We are the ones responsible for correct interpretation and
engaging of these configurations. This particular
configuration was announced at an earlier time, another
epoch of mankind’s journey, resulting in a distortion field
generated by those who tended to abuse the opportunity. We
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will give this journey to you at this time with this proviso of attention to detail,
motivation, and any diversions of purpose.
To proceed then, let us engage this glyph of the premise that it portrays an
opportunity to feel with your emotions the physicality of the human journey during its
long and arduous path. The value of this exercise is in determining the reality of life
emotionally, bringing a clarity of intimacy to the understanding. The abuse of this at an
earlier time resulted in the misuse of that gained in terms of power over manipulating of
others through the greater understanding of the power of emotions even to sway and, at
times, mask the good judgment of the mind. The heart-mind, if you will, can see through
this when allowed to do so, but fear and greed dominated at that time. Let us continue,
then, this journey with this understanding, becoming now a purified, clear, emotional
being as focus and temporary identity for the purpose of this journey.
Look now through this window opportunity of your designation and see the
human journey collectively from beginning to present and to its conclusion with the
emotional sense of intimacy. Begin at this time.
As you can see, correct alignment causes one to be drawn through this window,
this portal, and you have stated it correctly, that clarity of focus and purpose being to
understand and serve the destiny of humanity. The picture that is painted from this
perspective includes the multidimensional reality of the human journey, the reciprocal
embrace, human to the rest of life and the rest of life to human, and the clarity of the
freedom that comes as the journey is being completed. This of course includes the entire
journey, leading to an emotional freedom that is best described as the completion of
thought inclusive of the vehicles of expression and experience that is the reward of this
journey.
What lies beyond the destiny of humanity can best be summed up as a new
threshold of life that includes the bringing together of the many dimensions of
non-physical life into a greater completeness for there is that octave of life that includes
all that you have become aware of, such as the nature spirits, the Angelic Host and, yes,
the Masters and all that they love. For, as you can experience and know through this
focused journey, the diversity of life in all realities is merging into a collective
consciousness, a collective life, that knows itself as the vehicle for all the riches of life
expression, humanity being one of these. But, our brother, your horizon is expanding
much larger than this and something far more complete awaits your grasp.
We thank you, our brother, for this opportunity to share this journey once more,
knowing that the purpose of it is held in your heart and will not be violated but
magnified, cherished, and empowered. We thank you for this opportunity.

T-69: the union of the light body and the soul
November 14, 2000 A
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
We are holding this pattern for your
engagement and it is time to begin. Let us conclude with the formalities, then, by saying
this particular element or pattern represents the engagement of the Light being or Light
body by the individual’s soul, if you will, to continue the awakening process. For this
union to take place, in the manner that best suits the individual, we would have you
engage this pattern as a series of stages or phases. Let us begin, then, by acknowledging
that the Light Body comes equipped with the elements needed for this union and will be a
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vehicle for the journey into the Light of each new threshold
of understanding. Enhance this union by allowing this
within your nature.
(Extended pause)
As you can see, this allows the soul record to
pattern into and through the interface and this investment
into the Light Body makes available the patterns of destiny
to come. A soul is not a far off thing but an extension of
T69
your nature, merged now into the Light Body which then
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
programs it with deeply embedded instruction to serve the
movement of the destiny of your existence. This Light Body, then, becomes facilitated to
become a more perfect instrument for the intent of the individual and the character of
their nature established thus far. That is the central theme or purpose of this exercise.
We thank you for this opportunity to progress in this way, bringing about, then,
the condition in the Light Body that bestows upon the individual a Light Body that has
patterned to more intimately respond to the collective reality of the consciousness of the
individual.

T-70: Guidance for living in the form universe comes only from those who choose
Nov. 28, 2000 B
to live it
JANU: We have before us this afternoon, as you have requested, the Brotherhood of the
One Light and that they would speak on, the subject of the glyph of your choice, T-70.
We understand your concern as to its validity and we would speak to this at this time.
There comes before us from time to time that
arrangement of patterns or symbol that bespeaks of another
time, another era, another epoch. This one we have addressed
at this time, that has given you concern, is valid in the sense
of an old memory restored by those that have preceded this
current venue and arrangement for graphical representation
T70
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of larger truths for the benefit of humanity. This particular
symbol represents a pattern of confusion that exists in the early stages or primordial
configuration of the balance of life that allows for the manifestation of form. It is little
known in your common understanding that the nature of the form world’s beginning is
one of seemingly constant retreat from the imperatives of so many contributing to its
development. We would have you know or understand this as we proceed with this
ancient of artifacts from another time.
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: This artifact is little known of, for its true
origin, that being a remote region in the history of your world’s forming, for its presence
is contribution to the purposes of this series for the collective human understanding.
Aligning, then, with that which has been offered, we would still the mind and the
passions and explore this mixture of oddities representing the origins of form in your
dimension, but not limited to, you see. Having brought order to confusion, but confusion
that has within it patterns of direction.
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We engage this portal of opportunity for understanding, not so much as a journey
into what you would call the Path but more the focus is upon origins and beginnings.
There was a group at one time among you--"you" being the originators of your
species--that held to the understanding, you would call belief, that the destiny of the
realm of form was to become favored with directed visitation, direct communication from
the reality of life that could know its destiny. This group imagined there would be a long
standing communication for the purpose of guiding this particular bubble of life
movement. The confusion came when it was realized that the organization of this life,
this realm of form, was left to those who chose to engage it and live it. The purpose of
this was to realize the wisdom of the gaining of wisdom, the maturing of life itself into
the full realization of its true nature, its full potential. These members of the early group,
unaccustomed to such independence of movement, railed from the task before them.
They eventually gained a foothold in the anchoring of their own consciousness into the
commitment to engage life. This symbol or graphical representation of today’s exploring
represents this.
The same might be said, or is true of, those who continue the movement of life
expecting there to be direct intervention of a guiding hand that knows all. For this to
occur there would be the lessening of that to be gained by those engaging life. The
organization of the movements of life or, we should say, within each movement of life is
bestowed upon those who engage and live those movements. The importance of this
symbol is to see purpose in the midst of confusion that seems apparent.
We give you this understanding for obvious benefit, when considered carefully.
And would have you know that this theme continues to move through the reality of form
and has proven successful, our brother. Such is the wisdom of the nature of life.

T-71: awakening the vehicles of expression
Dec. 5, 2000 B
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We do have the image of your choosing,
simple in initial appearance; however, as we have learned so many times, that can be
misleading. Together now let us explore this opportunity, this being a representation
more clearly perceived as one spinning about an axis described by a line perpendicular to
the center of the line joining these two spheres, two
dimensionally. Adding then other dynamics as we proceed.
Clockwise rotation, initially, leading then to a diminished
sense of this movement. Two spheres merging into one
reality. The arc serving to define their integrity and maintain
T71
it. For as each sphere passes the influence of the arc, they are
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
refined further.
Let us now proceed to entering into this opportunity and see that there becomes
well defined a vortex feeding the divine energy to the recipient, namely yourself, in such
a perfect equilibrium as to bring about a descending current through the chakra entering
the crown, you see. There becomes, then, through this activity, a feeling of euphoria as
this current realigns every vestige of your neurological and energetic being. The purpose
of this is to place a spin, so to speak, on the cellular vortexes of the physical body,
bringing about a reverse spin in the DNA structure. This movement will cause, in due
time, there to be a reversal of the tendency genetically of any predisposition to
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degradation of communication among elements of your lower vehicles of the awakening
process, you see. This is facilitated by a systemic communication, integrity, balance, and
synergism. As you can see, or sense, we should say, there is increased awareness of
energy movements throughout the systems and transfer of benefit one to another. This
creates a cascading effect, raising awareness and vitality exponentially.

T-72: the Arbiters of Peace serving the Earth, Gaia, also Sanctus Omahdi
December 27, 2000 A

BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We embrace at this time the meaning and
opportunity presented by the glyph pattern for this journey. We pertain, then, to this
journey as the Arbiters of Peace in the Middle Eastern region
of your world, as you call it. There being a relationship
between the many forces at work, influencing the short term
destiny of humanity to that of the fundamental principle of
today’ s glyph. We would see it in this way.
The orbit of life as portrayed by this glyph reaches
toward an understanding of cultures in peace, achieving a
harmony advancing beyond the understanding of your day.
We would have you know that there is being coordinated by
design a faction that will spring forward in opportunity for
T72
this region to pronounce outcome for the coalition of forces,
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bringing about stability in this festering hot spot of world
conflict. There are so many human presences that have little or no control of that which
they are open to and connected to in terms of the influence of outside forces, that there
shall remain for some time an aberration in the smooth transition of human consciousness
into its destiny. This faction will bring about the stability needed for the regaining of
control. For as it stands few demonstrate the freedom of conscious or awakened choice,
you see. They are caught up in the momentum of "mob-rule", which, in truth, is rule by
these outside forces. This pattern of which we refer to today is a key or portal for the
entry of that faction into your dominion and needs be opened or unlocked by any
awakened human consciousnesses so inclined and destined.
We take this opportunity at this time, with you, to embrace this pattern whose
purpose is to remedy, or provide opportunity for remedy, of aberrations in the path of
human awakening. We do so at this time. Prepare yourself now then in this way or
manner that speaks to your channeling of this energy for the conveyance of the presence
of the faction mentioned. In this case, your presence operates on both sides of this portal
simultaneously. There is compression and expansion moving through it. We now
welcome this faction as "Arbiters of Peace," assisting in the realization of
self-determination of individual and collective destiny. This portal is a regulated entry
according to the protocols of divine destiny for the collective being called Earth, also
Gaia, also Sanctus Omahdi.
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January 22, 2001 B
T-73: understanding and experiencing the collective body of life
JANU: May we begin by saying that this representation is a hallmark of sorts for a
brotherhood known as The Clan. Now, the Clan we speak of in this reference exists not
as a domestic group to your world but as a conglomeration of entities indigenous to
another world. The point of this reference or designation is to demonstrate the
coexistence of realities signified by the line connecting the two disks as you describe
them. This form of representation is symbolic of coexistence
two dimensionally, the coexistence being more than this, you
see.

T73
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: This one being
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
commensurate with that which is to come in the
comprehension of humanity. The joining of realities into one collective body is a
fundamental reality in the structure of life, for each element of life is so constructed,
comprising more than one reality, coexisting, co-supporting, and co-manifesting its
beingness. It is the same for each one of you, for each element of your being is a multiple
reality existing as a unit, coexisting with other units, you see.
This presentation we examine at this time speaks to this, and well it should, for it
is a fundamental truth in the journey of the awakening of humanity. Eventually, humanity
will come to realize that in a larger truth each individual coexists with one another,
forming a larger reality of unitary and collective thought being one. Let us now journey,
then, into the offering at this time and examine this truth.
Let us begin with the elements of your apparent individual nature. Merge them
through this model of understanding and experience, the perfect order of their integration
as one collective. Yes, you may presume your physical, emotional, and mental bodies as
participants. Embrace this model, this glyph with the essence of their existence. Passing
through, then, into collective reality. The contrived structure of separate function and
purpose for each. Now become light with the purpose that embraces the three and you
gain new perspective for the possibilities of your journey in the world of form. And, for
the first time, you see more clearly how, when united in this way, the integrity of each is
the integrity of the whole. And the life that is the truth of your being is revealed and
understood. When you embrace life in this way you understand this is but one
opportunity that can be extended and extended and extended.
Integrating this experience into your present circumstance of living opens yet
another door on your journey. We thank you, our brother, for sharing this with us at this
time. We are the Brotherhood of the One Light.

T-74: entering profound silence
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We journey
then in this way, bringing about, even as we speak, the
attribute of profound silence and all that that reveals, for
this glyph of your choosing at this time is the doorway to
such understanding and experience. Now, by "profound
silence" we mean that silence that is experienced at the
precise moment of equilibrium at the focus of your
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attention. To do so, benefiting from this pattern, we must arrange ourselves in a
configuration that best matches the equilibrium mentioned. This pattern is engaged by
stepping into the alternative universe of fluidity and constant movement in flow
accommodation and configuration. Allow, then, the element of reference of your current
position in your universe to accommodate this fluidity, finding equilibrium, thus
initiating profound peace, silence. You will then flow through this pattern, prepared for
this flexibility of motion.
(Extended pause)
To be in equilibrium in this way elongates the channel of exposure that refines the
communication with the divine essence of your nature. For life is more fluid than most
realize.
(Extended pause)
The divine patterns of life reach out and touch your embrace, bringing about a
refinement in your current configuration of life. The physical body responds well to these
fluid patterns, for it finds difficulty in reconfiguration when assailed with inflexible
thoughts and feelings and energy constructs. Be at peace, then, brother, in the silence of
the natural fluidity of life in equilibrium which is more akin to your nature.

T-75: humans of the Earth and other worlds and their common destiny Feb. 5, 2001 B
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: G;yph T-75, then, represents and embodies a
manifestation of certain aspects of understanding as to the nature of the journey of human
consciousness, pre-aligned or configured for these Earth
journeys, you see. Now it is important to note here that these
pre-configurations are, in part, held in the patterns of
previous agreements to the human species population of your
world. Make no mistake. There are others on other worlds so
configured physically as you are today, and as you will be.
The configurations we mention, that began so long ago,
T75
arranged for the acclimation to the temporal energetic
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
constructs for your solar system and the Earth, which are
quite different for other worlds of parallel human existences. Therefore, these changes
needed to be made. Earth was populated or colonized for the purpose of expanding the
diversity of the elements of life needed to become fashioned in certain ways for when the
destinies of worlds combine into a larger understanding.
Let us engage, then, today’s glyph on this basis and explore the connections
between worlds, including your own, with a larger common destiny of varied human
experiences. To do this, we become silent by way of being in accord with that you have
in common with these other worlds. Let us begin.
Yes, there are those you contact or observe that are unaware of this connection,
which is in advance of their timing. As you can see, you are a network of worlds, part of
a network of worlds from one perspective, from the Earth’s perspective, but connected in
this way you embrace the network as your own. Begin to perceive life, then, from the
perspective of a collective of similarly populated worlds with a common destiny. You can
see, in due course, what will become of this. As a rich federation of worlds, conscious in
ways seldom achieved with the experience of one world.
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There are so many worlds unlike each other on their journeys of awakening that
collectively the synergism of diverse awakenings combining in a common destiny
virtually creates a new life and a new life form in a much larger sense of reality. So, as
you can see, the destiny of a world is linked to the destiny of worlds and in the creation of
new life, born of diversity, united in purpose and understanding.
.
T-76: the harmony that brings about an intimacy of connection between all patterns
of life
Feb. 16, 2001 B
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
We have begun to recognize certain
patterns of adeptship in the perceiving of these nuances of understanding and would call
for this to progress. For today’s journey, let us select one that best typifies the
opportunity of this pattern. Please begin by acknowledging within your being the
adeptship referred to earlier, for it will be called upon for today’s journey to the fullness
of its ability.
Let us begin, as we may, into this journey of
excellence into the understanding of the sweetness of
harmony that exists and is available for all who choose it.
Harmony, then, being that adjustment of consciousness that
brings about an intimacy of connection between the
patterns of life, to where one benefits from another and
T76
serves another. This interface of life beckons the return of
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all that is gained in life’s journeys into the synergistic
reality of the collective of life and ultimately enriching all that is. Harmony, then, speaks
to the peace within the self as each element of your being, physical and otherwise,
experiences intimacy with each one’ s purpose, each one’s need, and each one’s offering.
This adjustment in consciousness extends to your relationships with each other, and the
other species of your world, and to your world itself.
Enter, then, now into the configuration ‘harmonious’ that this glyph represents
and supports. Be in harmony, dear one, with its purpose, its truth, and when in contact, its
truth in you. Reconfiguring, now, your consciousness on all levels with the reality of
harmony, affording intimacy with all that you are and all of life. This beautiful symmetry
of life demonstrates the symphony of infinite diversity that is, at the same moment, one
life. You are many elements, many facets, many unique purposes and functions, yet you
are one life, in the same moment. Allow the reality of this to be your relationship with the
rest of life.
And now you see the foundation for perception of all the nuances of life, purpose
and meaning, rhythm, inflow and outflow, always in motion, always relevant, and always
in ‘beingness.’ Honor life in this way and you allow life to honor you.

T-77: complex resonances through the gates of time and space
March 5, 2001 C
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
We are the Brotherhood of the One
Light, resuming, then, this series of explorations into an understanding of the human
journey as depicted by these recognition patterns, today’s being of your selection T-77.
We have this understanding and present it at this time.
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T-77, then, as you describe, refers to the human
element of understanding incorporating complex resonances
through the gates of time and space. Now, what this means is
that the human journey resonates with so much more of life
than it is humanly possible to comprehend at this time.
Needless to say, it is significant for humanity to begin to
explore the reality of these resonances.
T77
We move, then, through this gate into the realm of
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possibilities enhanced by these resonances. Let us adjust,
then, our entry point to be close to the center of this pattern, reaching out, then, with your
consciousness along these many avenues depicted by these protrusions. The journey here
is the touching of life and revisiting previous contacts by virtue of the nature of
resonance. We shall explore this language of life and return to this path of awareness.
You can appreciate now how these resonances have influenced the evolution of
the human species and that the human vehicle is a collective of these, and its symmetry
and function reveals the clarity of these connections. The human consciousness can
shape-shift to match that needed on any journey of understanding. These resonances are
testimony to this and speak to the fluid nature of your existence. To journey this way
purposefully is to bring about an order to the exploration of life, revealing its destiny,
including your own, far more clearly than random disconnected explorations.
What you are returning to here, through this window to understanding, is the
recapturing of the human ability to embrace life in more ways than currently understood.
Remember, then, your ability to resonate with the object of your interest, and the nuances
and harmonics of that resonance are rich with meaning.
We leave this, then, for your consideration, returning once more to your previous
state, gradually. Do not rush this.

T-78 & T-79: the triad core of our life reality that propels our continuous
March 23, 2001 B
exploration of life
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
Now, as to the validity of the first
pattern, we should say this. This pattern best represents the ego interests of the one so
designing and, although valid in its own
right, it does not pertain to these
proceedings.
We shall proceed then to the next
pattern, and this apparent three part
presentation, three component, is better
T78
T79
understood as a simile, and will be
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
connected with its origin momentarily.
This pattern represents the collective understanding of life by those who represent its
nature as a triad so far as it represents the orders of life that have it at their core. Let us
then explore this as it relates to the human journey.
It still represents a gateway to understanding other orders of life of different root
and bearing, you see. Now then, configuring for this passage, we would encourage you to
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organize your being, your awareness, connecting then with your triad nature and all of the
stabilizing influences that pertain. But do so now.
(Extended pause)
This one whom you observe is discovering life in a primitive setting. This one
being female, long black hair, homemade garments. Yet her triad nature encourages her
continuance and exploration of life, even though she is filled with fears generated by new
experiences that are not understood. This triad core, you see, is that vehicle which propels
the exploration of life, in the midst of fears of unknowing and of jeopardy. When there is
sufficient interest in the journeys of life, one is predisposed to expanding and absorbing
the experiences until the repository within them compels new adventures. Properly
understood, this triad is the footprint of life, impressed in your dimension or domain, and
is the root cause of your journeys.
The significance, then, of this artifact, that is called a "crop circle" or glyph, is to
return clarity to the individual consciousness that there is continuity in the purpose of life
and this continuity is maintained through this triad.

April 2, 2001 B
T-80: a hole in time
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We would have you understand this
arrangement of symbols in this manner, there being those among you who observe into
their consciousness these key elements of understanding
across the scope of these glyphs and their journey into what
you would call the "unknown" as revealed to them these
significances. For today, we would care to journey with you
through this portal into understanding for the benefit of the
many. Let us proceed then with this understanding.
This journey represents a hole in time. And through
T80
this absence of time we shall embrace a key understanding
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into the nature of the human journey. For beyond this
structure of time and its correlations through other realities lies the significance of the
progression of consciousness, human and otherwise. For there exists on the frontier of
consciousness for humanity that which is non-human, you see. This crescent and circle
represents revelation, or awakening, into this understanding, into the light of the rest of
your journey.
Now then, let us move through this opening in time and revolve into a new light,
for this is the "eye of awakening," the eye opening, the eye turning on its axis. Allow,
then, through this portal, your sphere of consciousness to rotate counter-clockwise and
see that which has been forgotten as to the nature of your existence and life.
(Extended pause)
Now that you have transited this portal, you are aware of perceiving in all
directions at once, of being free to random orientation and random configuration and
random movement. Free association is now possible. And your knowledge base is
expanding. As you can see, the vistas are ever changing.
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April 10, 2001 B
T-81: the spiraling nature of life and moving through the realms
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Today’s glyph has to do with the spiraling
nature of life. This segment of the more complete configuration is the crescent only, two
dimensionally. We would have you understand that this
configuration spirals your journey and represents a
configuration that relates best with how we move, including
yourself, through the realms. This is a pattern of relationship
difficult to grasp with the three dimensional mind. It has to
do with the progressions of consciousness intertwined with
the tapestry of life, in a segmented way that borders on
T81
dissolution. For the realities of dimensional shift and travel
copyright
©
Colin
Andrews 1995
exist on a fine line of creation or manifest and unmanifest,
you see.
This spiraling nature for journeying, is a spiral not completely represented by
your three dimensional understanding of this term. To move through life in
consciousness, one must engage the parameters of existence and hold to these, for they
are the determinants for engagement. To deviate from this modifies the arrangement and
altogether disconnects in deference for another journey, you see. For the human
journeyer, experimenting or retracing in their steps through life, one must let go of the
parameters of travel three dimensionally and engage timeless and distanceless travel from
your perspective to a relationship that speaks more of becoming the location in terms of
its reality and reconfigure your awareness to include the spiraling of consciousness not
yet understood or appreciated for its reality.
You ask, "How does one attempt this?" It is accomplished by allowing
reprogramming, if you will, from your own memory. Some have called this the Merkaba.
(Pause)
Yes, you are beginning to experience it. Allow memory to guide you.
(Extended pause)
As you have seen, there is much more to this, to be discovered with further
engagements of this pattern. We withdraw now from this exploration and will continue at
another time.

May 7, 2001 B
T-82: Shedding all limitations that no longer serve you
THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT:
We are the Brotherhood of the One
Light challenging the understanding of humanity to embrace that which is presented for
their benefit at this time, for this serves their enlightenment and their future. We would
have you know at this time that there will be brought
to your understanding the direction of these journeys
and, in time, their destination.
For today’s journey, then, let us proceed with
T82
a small amount of correction or adjustment in your
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
configuration for this purpose. Allow, then, your
focus to increase slightly in frequency or vibration to include pattern replication of a
vehicle for entry into this portal. Cylindrical as shapes are determined and hollow, if you
will, from end to end. Now then, let us proceed, entering first through the left circle,
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accepting its configuration and back through the middle circle, accepting its
configuration, and now through the right circle, rapidly exceeding the physical speed of
light. And now enter, you see. This rapid transition leaves behind limited concepts,
preferences, and beliefs. That is the initial purpose of this glyph. Allow this to be your
experience. Shedding, then, these limitations, one is prepared to perceive, consider, and
accept the direction at least of these portals of understanding.
The direction, then, dear one, as you perceive, is the dimensional expanding or
expansion of human consciousness and subsequent relationships with its physical
existence and universe. Moving from unconscious to conscious creator through
acceptance of an intimate relationship with creation, you see. This portal you are
experiencing is the introduction to this expansion. The cylinder preparation, then,
represents the opening of the conduit of consciousness, allowing the flow of expansion to
move through your journey of life. Let all things be swept away that no longer serve your
journey. Let movement, new experiences, new understanding refresh you, revitalize you,
and enrich you.
This is the direction, dear one. The destination to be revealed. Return, then, to
your world for the moment but with the conduit open and flourishing.

T-83: Understanding the purpose of the physical human existence from the
June 22, 2001 B
perspective of the full spectrum of the human existence
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Casting, then, downward along the more
base frequencies of human existence, we would excursion into the primal understandings
of life and its purposes. Today’s portal communicates with the essential nature of
humanity in the physical understanding of its
manifestation. To journey through this portal, we
would have you understand that there will be brought
into your awareness much needed information as to
T83
the reason for the human journey in the first place.
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Let us proceed then, now, engaging this opportunity
into the fundamentals of the human experience.
Let us proceed. Engage this portal in a balanced way, adjusting to the lower
frequencies while maintaining equilibrium across the spectrum of your existence. We do
so now. As you observe visually, the symbolic representation of your life spectrum with
the lower frequency element becoming brighter, indicating your connection and attention.
This portal provides this adjustment and reorganization of the pathway of connection and
we are emerging now into this element of human reality. Fundamentals, then, proceed in
understanding to contain this reality and its purpose. The motivating principle, or purpose
of the movement of consciousness into the physical realm of the human journey, of
which there are many other realms still called "human," has to do with anchoring the full
range or spectrum of life expression as a counter-balance or counterpoint to the pendulum
of life that extends to the other end of the spectrum for balance, you see. This human
physical expression is direct counterpoint and connection to the most esoteric elements of
the human journey.
The clear understanding, then, realizes that there is a tension or pressure, "force of
life" if you will, that perpetuates each end of this spectrum. The driving consciousness for
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this is that so-called spark of life or being that initiates this thrust of life. The purpose of
the human journey in the physical is best described by its counterpoint in manifested
reality therefore embracing in totality the True Nature. Understanding, then, that defining
the physical human existence and path will never be complete addressing only its
position in the spectrum of life.
This portal is essential in understanding this balance of the spectrum of the thrust
of life by the one monadic existence of your true reality. So, to no longer embrace or
revere or value its existence, meaning the physical human, denies the other end of the
spectrum as well, for the tension that exists between the two provides the platform for the
rest of the spectrum, you see. This understanding will enable there to be a greater
balance, symmetry, and rhythm, natural rhythm, to all the elements of life that you are.
Hold this true and dear in your heart, dear one, to complete your awakening.

T-84: The ventricles of the mind-body interface/the nine phases of cosmic research
July 24, 2001 B
into the nature of life
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We perceive at this time, there will be
coming to your understanding the development of research into that which has been
heralded as the nine phases of cosmic research into the nature of life. The development of
understanding through these glyph journeys brings about a
focus in the perception of your intuitive skills that leads to
this, you see. Be aware that the progression of these
journeys reshapes, or influences, the configuration of your
T84
model of understanding that will surely open new pathways
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of exploration.
We proceed, then, at this time with your designation T-84, pursuant to these
anticipations. T-84 represents a configuration as such of the ventricles of the mind-body
interface known as the brain. The physical cavity of complex resonances and structured
vibrational patterns. These ventricles operate simultaneously, yielding a harmonious tone
or note preparing for a third octave in the ascent of human understanding. Now, today’s
journey deals with the triune nature of your being, your consciousness, and the embrace
of the third ventricle of mind-brain interface. For there are three, you see, not just the two
hemispheres of the cerebrum. The third ventricle yields much more insight into the nature
of the collective functioning of this apparatus. Today’s journey enters into the nature of
this.
Let us then hold for a time the opportunity to restore the three ventricles into
balance, reawakening the gate that unlocks this phase of awakening. Assimilate this
pattern, then, and begin the journey. You are correct, the third ventricle is the center
sphere, primary of the three. When awakened, the other two merge and, through the
merging, join the prime. For it takes the two together to do so, you see.
(Extended pause)
This is the path to super-consciousness and what lies beyond. Hold this ideal as
you proceed in your awakening. The union of the consciousnesses of the two cerebral
hemispheres is essential.
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T-85: alignment of the spheres of cognition
July 31, 2001 B
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Yes, we are
the Brotherhood of the One Light, saluting at this time all
of those who have accomplished the journeys we are
describing as this series progresses, for there is no one
journey in these series of glyphs that has not been
undertaken and mastered. For today’s journey, or glyph,
T85
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we acknowledge your designation T-85 and cognition is
the theme. So let us begin.
This portal describes the alignment of spheres in the integrity of consciousness
that represent, or are in fact, nodules of cognition that bring forward to the platform of
understanding that structures belief systems, philosophies, structured thought,
progression of ideas or concepts, and the framework for the grasp of and relationship
with creation, the created universe including oneself. These spheres move through
dimensions or realities in such a way as to bring about the power of focus of attention and
the transmission of understanding. Let us focus now, then, our attention on this glyph and
engage it from the distal end, that being the ‘v’ configuration, representing the bringing
to point the attention for precise implementation of what is to come. Enter now then this
configuration, focused in this way.
Now, rather than the perception of passing through this portal, allow the portal to
pass through you. And what this catalyst has accomplished is the drawing together of the
spheres of cognition arranged throughout the field of consciousness. As they engage each
other, they become a fine point of knowingness in the cognitive function of your being.
There, they achieve symmetry, integration, and synergism, and become one knowingness
of all cognitions, all contained in one all encompassing thought. And this lives in the
nature of your true being.
This is the merging and transformation of linear thought and reality into
non-linear reality and thought. This is essential for the awakening of the personality, the
ego, into the true nature, the master journeyer. One begins to experience the natural
reality of being every where, every understanding, at once.
We do not withdraw from this experience in the usual manner, for it is well to
linger in this exalted state, that it become more familiar to you and natural. Retain, then, a
residual of this understanding as we conclude this proceeding and bid you good
afternoon.
T-86: experiencing the next phase of human development
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: There is a little
known understanding in your world as to the configuration of
the next phase of human development. The search for this
flags the interests of the few who prepare for such. Today’s
understanding and journey includes this, so let us begin, our
brother.
Proceeding, then, into this understanding we would
encourage the use of known techniques for the assimilation
of that to be granted, meaning the divesting of that which
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holds one to the grip of their current reality. We enter then this triad configuration to
leave behind such convention, to embrace or reconfigure that nature’s projection into
your world, to now begin its journey into another reality which holds the promise of the
future of humanity, meaning the next spectrum of development.
Now then, orient or connect, with your attention, to each of these three circles,
with the triad of the purest nature of your current identification or identity. Principally,
this affords an anchor for return to your current adventure as needed. Let us proceed now,
carefully and with deliberation.
As you can see this triad is multi-dimensional, as is the truth of this glyph. And it
is not stationary, but in fluid change and motion, which represents your nature of
self-change and reconfiguration. Having constructed this portal out of your own being,
we now make the transition into the next adventure.
As you begin to experience this transformation, there will be a numbing of the
attraction or pull from the triad configuration, giving way to the merging of the triad into
one truth and from there the beginning of the deployment of the next spectrum of life in
the human journey. Remember that which was said earlier, that the human journey is not
limited to the third dimensional octave of life.
What we see here is the nature of a life that excels in adaptability to all other
forms of life, leading to an identity that extends itself to be whatever it touches. In this
state of being, to exploring the rest of life is to be as that life, to know it as you know
yourself. A richness and truth not achievable limited to the triune nature of the previous
condition.
This leap in understanding, this transition in identity is essential for humanity to
engage its next adventure. The observer and the observed are one. In this state, to
understand or explore the reality of another creature, you become as that creature, for the
duration of your interest and also your service, taking with you its truth and leaving
behind an element of yours, in a way that enriches its life.
There is so much to understand and experience in this new reality. Linger, then,
with this new freedom to be. And then slowly allow the pull of return to the triad.

August 24, 2001 A
T-87: the past and the future are one
JANU: I am Janu speaking, pleased to announce that there will be brought into the future
the omnibus experience of today’s journey. That being keyed in at this time refers to the
slender difference between past and future. Today’s journey reflects one in the other.

BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We are the
Brotherhood of the One Light, bestowing this afternoon
that needed for the understanding and the experience in
this area of the gross similarities between past and future.
T87
And it is a fine line, indeed. We would have you see at
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
this time that today’s glyph brings about a pattern
coordination between these two in the experience and we would have you join us at this
time in engaging this opportunity. We begin, then, by examining that needed to embrace
this particular glyph, alerting you to the need for past examination as well as future
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anticipation, coming together in resolution. This journey speaks to the hopes and dreams
of the traveler, fulfilled and unfulfilled destinies, and the co-existing realities of life.
We do so now engage by shaping the perceptive faculties in an arrangement of a
more complex grid configuration, spherical in nature, with the inside of the shell
representing pattern of the past, and the surface of the shell representing pattern of the
future. These sphere symbols in this glyph are structured in such a way as to arrange this
interface. You then become one with this interface and the past and future patterns unite
as one within you. Proceed then in this way of understanding, as your patterns shift to
accommodate this configuration. As you can see, this arrangement replenishes itself from
within, joined and continuation.
Now this co-existence of patterns is not that contrived in this moment but only in
an adjustment of third dimensional perception, for it already exists, you see. Why then
the need for this experience, this awakening? It is to become a cornerstone, so to speak,
of the wise quest for mastery of life, for the looping or non-linear reality of the flow of
life is not limited to a past or a future as such, but to an unfoldment of being. And in this
pure being state, past and future reside as one. And this is the key to the realization of
your destiny, dear one, that which you seek and that which you have achieved are one.
This understanding quickens in the heart, and in the mind, and in the soul and
spirit, the awareness of the completeness of being and is fundamental to self-realization.
.
August 29, 2001 B
T-88: the Arbiter of Worlds
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Your chosen glyph this day shall be
designated the Arbiter of Worlds, for today’s journey accomplishes this understanding of
that potential in the human journey to be such.
Demoralizing influences in your current cultural
habits does not extend credibility to this model in
your future. Disappointing though they may seem,
they carry no weight in human destiny.
T88
Let us begin, then, today’s journey into the
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
understanding of the arbitration of worlds. We speak
to this as ones who have formed a delineation in the consciousness to achieve this
understanding. We do so now with you for the purposes of these journeys. Let us then
halt all projections of understanding for the moment and begin then with the clarity of the
presentation of perception to this journey. And that is the element needed here to embrace
this pattern, which you will understand in a moment.
Moving then into the truth of this moment with that foundation of clarity, we
begin to see that prime ingredient of arbitration: a clarity to perceive a synthesis of the
many layers of influence, of need in a diverse social climate, beginning with your own
world, dear one. An arbiter has no preference for outcome from the perspective of the
participants but sees possibilities or scenarios for all to benefit, for the arbiter perceives
the oneness of conflicts and can see the one truth that they all describe. Arbitration also
includes the arbitration of patterns, of forces, and of life that can bring direction to the
collective movement of life for a world. The path of arbiter is one of equilibrium and
destiny and connection with life’s rich diversity.
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An Arbiter of Worlds serves in even larger ways for the systems of life.
Humanity’s destiny in this area, this arena, has been culled from the many journeys of the
Light Beings that now walk the human path. There is much need for this tradition and it
will continue.

Sept. 17, 2001 B
T-89: altering the vehicles and seeing history as a timeless reality
JANU: There will be, in due course, an experience pertaining to the development of a
cone of energy breaking apart that which binds the consciousness to limited perceptions
of time and space, bringing then to the journeyer freedom to explore the avenues of
consciousness and realities of a more expanded nature.

BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We are
enveloping you at this time with that needed to
proceed in this course as represented by our brother
Janu. This envelope permeates your body realities
altering, then, their confinement to time/space but
T89
not necessarily your density, you see, for the
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journeys which are afforded by this freedom include
your density as well.
Let us now engage this portal, T-89, your designation, and proceed with the
journey. This symbol represents a fine line between the realities of time and space and
those beyond. A differentiation in consciousness must ensue in this bubble reality we
have created. Let there be, then now, a movement or migration of the vehicles into a
slightly different configuration, more elongated and more sensitive to time and space
flows; therefore recognizing their limits and now able to choose other realities, you see.
Your sense of presence and being and engaging reality is through these vehicles. They
are of your making and describe your intent to engage life.
Allow the differentiation to occur bringing about a transformation of that which
manifests as time and space realities, providing a corridor of motion for your vehicles. Be
in motion now and effortlessly engage history as a timeless reality, existing totally in the
Now. Your desire to know is at one with the knowing. Your desire to see is one with that
to be seen, with that you see.
This window of opportunity you call T-89 exists in this alternate reality as an
element of life that communicates well between realities. We thank you, our brother, for
this opportunity to journey with you this day, bringing about these many changes in
understanding.

T-90: understanding desire and life’s response
Sept. 24, 2001 B

BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Let us then
examine this glyph, apparently simple in nature, of two
circles, one examining the other, you see, or linked or
intertwined, as you will. These two circles represent the
culmination of effort to begin the process of establishing a
coherence, a coherent network of evolving entities, bridging
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the gap between sterile negotiations with life and those that elicit strong response and
endeavor. These efforts are the trait, the desire for some magical response from the
venues of life into the affairs of mankind, if you will. This symbol or glyph today
represents the dichotomy between apparent desire and life’s response.
To understand this method of engaging life, one must conclude that there will be a
related response to the Orders of Life that bring about such desires. What we are referring
to here is the reality of effective communication between consciousness on various levels
and the fields or planes of creation that facilitate manifestation. We enter this reality
through this glyph by summoning that from within which brings about a coalition of the
desires on various levels of consciousness and being. And we do so by embracing the
panorama of life as well as your own.
Let us do so now, then, realizing the looping reality of life as inherent in our True
Natures. As you can see, there comes a moment when desire and creation become one in
you and there is beheld the peace of knowing that all is well. As one initiates creation,
one embraces the manifestation as a complete, looping reality. So let your desires meet
their fulfillment on equal footing and you gain the richness of experience throughout the
looping reality of this creation of your desire.
Stand then with those who example such mastership and bring together those
elements, those forces of life into one symphony or orchestration of its tapestry.
Editor’s Note: This crop circle at Milk Hill in 2001 was so dramatic that a number of
individuals encouraged its investigation. This led to the following attunement.
October 15, 2001 A
2001 Circle at Milk Hill and the Hall of Records
JANU: We are looking into the Hall of
Records that has portrayed the emergence of
mankind into an epoch of understanding and
command of the forces of nature creating,
then, a dialogue with that which is to come.
This archive of knowing speaks to, or
addresses, that which pertains to a construct of
life called "human destiny." What we see in
store for humanity, based on these findings,
includes the national struggles now in force
culminating in a destiny of nations that will
Photograph by Andrew Burgess
resemble the architecture as described by the
andrewburgess.wordpress.com
Milk Hill crop circle of recent exposure.
The Hall of Records will be opened, and is opening, on the date specified by the
seer Edgar Cayce. This Milk Hill crop circle links the prophecy to the action and brings
understanding to the destinies described in that archive. The three layers or archives are
arranged in such a manner as to bring about the progression of the Order of Saints as
envisioned by Melchizedek. This will culminate in a grand finale of sorts for the current
conflagration that befalls the Earth in this human struggle for identity and purpose. This
will be swept away in the times to come, for clarity of purpose will overwhelm petty
struggles and they will be seen as of no profit to the hearts of those so awakened. This
will bring about an order of life for your world that will speak well of its movement
towards the organizations of other worlds. Momentous times, dear one, that deserve
attention and careful thought and insight.
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Oct. 29, 2001 B
T-91: the role of Evil in the progression of life
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: This particular glyph best represents the
succumbing of the forces of the so-called "evil doers," those detractors from the quest for
the Light of Understanding in your midst and in your history and in your future. This
glyph represents this by describing the conjoining of forces set up with such a pattern as
to bring about fear of advancement into the unknown,
regulation of the thirst for knowledge and understanding,
the agitation of the peacemakers and their progeny. We
carefully engage or embrace this portal at this time, so
constructed to view that hierarchy or system of constructs
T91
designed for the regulation of the progression of journeys.
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Let us engage at this time, our brother.
Anchor yourself in the number three as we proceed, for this is your triune
symmetry of nature, your anchor for return. This is correct. Identify as a triune being.
And now then, let us pass slowly through this grid, pattern matching with the Divine
Purpose for such in the structure of life. Your triune identification targets the element of
this construct that begins with the domination of the free-will spirit and its manifestation
in your current existence. As you can see, this reality is by no means dormant, but in full
motion, monitoring and engaging those patterns of life called the human journey. The
seedlings that are the humans of your world sprout consciousness parameters, constructs,
and destinies that yield at time to these pressures, but struggle in their endeavor to mete
out that which is essential to their ongoingness, their destiny. Unchecked by these
regulatory forces, they would explode through life by comparison. Not allowing for the
integration of cross-journeys of the many representations of pathways of consciousness.
So, you see, then, you fulfill the destiny of these regulatory forces by overcoming
their challenges in harmony with the natural progressions of life. So-called "evil," then,
or destructive forces are no longer to be feared, misunderstood, or allowed to describe
your destiny, you see. But they are respected for their service to your fulfillment. The
scope of these forces is of paramount importance to the elevations of the sectors of life
into the timing of the destinies. Life is a symphony, then, dear one, with freedom,
symmetry, creativity, the blending of uniqueness with the harmony of order and purpose.
Acknowledging this larger order of life and, yes, that even these regulatory forces are
who you are, is critical to your understanding of the nature of existence and the
possibilities that unfold during awakening.
Recast, then, your identity of triune existence as we disengage from this
understanding. Expanding your awareness of your true nature and life itself brings a
deepening respect for all of its elements and the gift of life. Return as you may, our
brother. Be at peace till we journey once more in understanding.

T-92: celebrating the victories in life
Nov. 5, 2001 B
JANU: Today’s designation T-92 brings about an understanding of the celebrations of
life through its victories and subsequent advancements. We leave the explanation of this
to those that honor us with their visit, the Brotherhood of the One Light.
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BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Make no mistake that there are celebrations
in life, as suggested by our brother Janu, that do more than just mark turning points and
achievements. They also render a service proclaiming, to
those who can relate, the forward movement of life, and
in turn the celebration of their own. These celebrations
bring to the hearts of individuals, and the collective
T92
economy of love and understanding, a certainty as to the
copyright © Colin Andrews 1995
outcome or destiny of all victories.
What is a victory, as your beloved would proclaim, but a rejoicing and stimulation
through the currents of life that amplify or focus for recognition of the omnipresence of
the divine. The celebrating of victories in life is an activity whereby the elements of life,
including your vehicles, are renewed and re-nourished in preparation for the next victory.
Celebrating life’s achievements brings about transformation, the keys to understanding
and the inflow of wisdom offered by those who understand and appreciate each victory,
you see. Mark your life with many victories and they will become your path to many
more. Herald the victories of others for, in truth, they are your own and advance the
platform of life on which you serve.
Today’s glyph brings about a change in orientation of thought and emotion so as
to focus their merging upon life’s beauty and promise. This is a time-honored tradition in
the flows of life and brings many rewards. Move, then, with this understanding into a
richer dimension of existence and your life will be filled with victories and celebration
and rejuvenation.
We thank you for your attention on this matter and trust that it will bring an
alternative to any frustrations or disappointments, you see.

T-93 & T-94: Alpha and Omega
Nov. 13, 2001 B
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We have examined this configuration of
your designation T-93 and have concluded that this is rounded into the oblivion of
meaninglessness and would
then proceed directly to the
next presentation, T-94,
having more so to do with
this series.
T93
T94
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T-94 represents the
grapes of freedom represented in your culture’s history as the Alpha and Omega, the
partaking of that which sustains the effervescent nature of life and its completeness, its
wholeness, its balance and symmetry, and diversity. To engage this opportunity to
proceed in understanding through direct experience, we would call upon you to
acknowledge that within that resonates with this truth and so begin the long, in one sense,
journey into the fullness of what some would call ‘oblivion’ and others the ‘full majesty’
of light.
Allow, then, your vehicles to automatically configure to this sequence of pattern
reconstructs and flow gently through this portal. There is a latching sequence to these
changes, linking and locking these constructs into a cohesive pattern. Once engaged and
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passed through, these linked constructs give way to the completeness of being and your
consciousness becomes Light.
As you begin to understand, Alpha and Omega principle exists in all elements of
life, including your own, beginning and end are one truth, past and future are one truth,
the Source of Life and life itself are one truth, the destiny and the journey are one truth.
Through this perspective, this reality, one sees completeness in the beginning of all
journeys, and the beginning of all journeys in the moment.
We are one in this reality, for the journeys of all species on all worlds and realities
have this common thread of life and, therefore, are one in understanding and purpose.
Therefore, maximum penetration into this reality exists when one realizes the depth and
magnitude of life itself, leaving, then, behind any judgment of degree of significance or
lack thereof with any element of life, any dream, any destiny, any vision, any purpose, for
in this understanding, all life is equal. All life is one.
Nov. 29, 2001 B
T-95: the original construction of the human vehicles of expression
JANU: Today’s designation T-95 as of your reference belongs to a group of such glyphs
dealing with the collective understanding of the roles of science archiving the history of
your world. Today’s journey represents one such role and we would begin by
understanding it in this way.
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: We are the
Brotherhood of the One Light, accepting this
nomination to proceed with this discourse, this
understanding and journey into the reality of human
T95
understanding, its trajectory through life and its destiny.
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Beginning then at this time with this glyph of your
reference we shall proceed.
Hold then, in your mind and in your heart, the substance or essential nature of that
which is dear to you, meaning as you have described the vast resources of understanding
and wisdom gained through all of time. These glyphs of this nature refer to this and form
keys to the accessing of these pockets of understanding through the skeins of time,
known as chambers or ‘Halls of Records’ to some, ‘Patterns of the Divine’ to others, and
recoils of impression initiated by humankind’s movements through life. We would have
you know and understand that these accesses, these doorways, these keys must be turned
in the lock, so to speak, that these understandings serve the purpose of humanity in its
larger venue of life, larger purpose, you see. The manipulation of these keys is
accomplished by the coordination of your natural resources in consciousness agreeing
with their structure, their purpose, their reality. Let us do so at this time as we manipulate
this particular key to one of these chambers.
Engaging this key--from your own human perspective that might be called
sideways, not face on--and, as you can see, your vehicles fit nicely and you move as the
key. Your motions now are configured by this key and the key points you in the right
direction. ‘Direction’ meaning ‘patterns of understanding.’ Allow this to proceed for a
moment or two.
(Extended Pause)
As you are beginning to emerge into the chamber, you begin to notice that it is
very bright and it is one of science’s chamber of record having to do with the original
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construct or construction of, generation of the human vehicles of expression, or energetic
bodies if you prefer, serving then the interface between the realities of a multidimensional
consciousness. Choosing to engage your physical world, you see, but not agreeing to, or
choosing to, disconnect completely from the other realities of consciousness. These
vehicles were destined to become archetypes for multi-dimensional interface reality
between worlds, other planes of existence, and are so being developed even as we speak,
by the human journey in consciousness, to be suitable references and servants to the
collective understanding of life in the area of multiple existence interaction and collective
experience of living.
This science of vehicle identification, expression, and evolution was well known
to the human journey thirty-two eons ago and was a conscious part of the human quest
for fulfillment of purpose and destiny. There have been resurgences of interest but all
have diminished in stature and effectiveness through time. This will be turned around
again, even as we speak, into the coming millennia. Therefore, you can see the reason for
the vast collective interest of service by the Brotherhoods of Light to quicken the
awakening of humanity.
This chamber of science folds itself upon an incoming chamber of horrors, to
some, having to do with its exploration into the more mechanical construction of bodies,
known as cloning, in the earlier centuries of the epoch. Pre-Atlantis, Atlantis activity
being, then, a shadow of the former, but without the consciousness to manipulate
multi-dimensionally, as before. These gross miscalculations in judgment and sensitivity
to the larger destiny of humanity led to the somewhat obscure visions of the past and
self-collapsing pseudo-creative processes, you see.
The third chamber now under construction by science will lead to the future
destiny of humanity as originally ordained by the planet builders of your world and many
others. Your role in this has been know and will continue to be developed as we speak,
leading into this third chamber. And this is part of your destiny, you see, our brother.

Dec. 10, 2001 B
T-96: understanding life’s resonances and their return echoes
JANU: A coat of arms for this journey is two crossed symbols representing the
vertebrae, human vertebra, or spinal column, sometimes called the caduceus, and a beam
of light, representing the source of healing. Let us proceed then to the journey at hand,
sponsored by the Brotherhood of the One Light.

BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Greetings, our
brother. 9-8-3 are the numbers guiding this journey and have
to do with the resonance effect of that vibration upon this
glyph. Today’s glyph, T-96 of your numbering, recognizes
the order of that which is beheld by the advocates of the life
of resonances making up your world and those vibrational
patterns holding the dissolution of your vehicle of expression
T96
in check.
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What we explore today is the reality of the resonant
life of your world and dimension. The human consciousness is comprised of these many
resonances and life is better understood with the knowledge of these, not only as a
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medium of communication but affecting change, incorporating residuals of other
resonances into the dynamics of your own and balancing those forces that regulate the
universe, both within you and without. Resonances, then, speak as life waves designed
for return to their source but having gathered up imprints of other resonances according
to their construct, you see. Resonances occur with all thoughts, all movements of life, and
consciousness can be refined in its attunement to all of their nuances and meaning.
We would begin, then, by examining such resonances as emits from your own
heart. These pulses of life movement regulate assimilations throughout your systems and
return to their source with much knowledge or information as to their effectiveness and
the needs of that system. Mental aberrations for many occur when there are disturbances
in the return echo, so to speak, of thought resonances having to do with maladjustments
of the mental systems, mental bodies, and certain impingements or imprints that have not
been filtered by the biodynamics of the conscious mental systems within your vehicles,
you see. This occurs when there is prolonged attention or dwelling upon that which
seems unsolvable or is beyond the grasp of current powers of perception and
understanding. We recommend, then, there be a limit set upon the duration of those
resonances to be recognized by the point of decreased or disarray of the return echoes of
enquiring thought. This allows a time for the assimilation of that unconscious response by
the higher vehicles to the enquiry, you see, therefore, bringing the opportunity for order
and balance and symmetry on any path of enquiry. This glyph of today’ s investigation
speaks to this but in a larger sense, the resonances of creation and the harmonies to be
discovered. This glyph is not so much entered as acknowledged within your own nature.

T-97: the coalescing of time and its arrangement with manifestation
Dec. 17, 2001 A
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: The glyph of today’s choosing is one such
that demonstrates the need for a hollowness in the mind of understanding, willing to
accept that which fits, that which fulfills.
To begin with, one must conclude that there are
observations to be made into the nature of life and existence
that precedes fullness of understanding. These observations
are met with some disdain by others, whose counsel leaves
something of desire. For today’s counsel, we shall include
this representation and its meaning. One does not enter this
glyph so much as entertain its roundness and apparent trailing
T97
component. These inner and outer circles represent the
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coalescing of time and its arrangement with manifestation.
The trailing edge is the residual as a thread of reality, as time and manifestation weave
their pattern on life.
Now then, to engage the significance of these, one must blow away or discard
concepts of time and manifestation that prevail. For this understanding is a departure that
leaves one understanding these realities as neither fixed nor limited to evolutionary
motion. Time and manifestation in this significance of representation demonstrates that
they are elements or facets of a more complex or dynamic reality that changes their
shape, not of their own accord, you see. Your existence as manifested human is shaped
somewhat by this larger reality even as time and manifestation, from your perspective the
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material universe. This larger reality succumbs to the events, the perturbations of these
and other facets in such a way as to bring about the fulfillment of a destiny.
Let us not, then, become limited by or confused by a small understanding of
destiny from the perspective of the material world. This destiny controls itself by feeding
information or, we should say, the products of actualization of the larger reality. This
larger reality might best be understood as the living component or aspect of all creation.
Time is best understood as the nature of the relationship between all creations. It is that
which gives order to the countless flows of life and allows for their continued existence.
To summarize, then, today’s glyph represents the order of life and that which
renders it. Embracing this truth revitalizes order in your consciousness, in your seeming
random thoughts and emotions, brings meaning where there seemed to be none before.
There is a great wisdom, and strength and virtue in awakening to that which is life’s
order, for it reveals all purposes and the purpose of them all. Dwell in this understanding
and experience the collective strength and peace of life’s order.

Jan. 2, 2002 A
T-98: the tone of the essential nature
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Challenged, then, our brother, in this
understanding as to our nature and your own. And this
brings to the surface the meaning of todays glyph or
pattern. The meaning pertains to not only the nature of
humanity but the nature of that which guides it. And what
guides it is the will to be, the will to become, and the will to
know. This representation best describes this and we shall
include an understanding of the perpetual nature of this life
T98
you call humanity. Let us proceed, then, with this
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understanding of engagement through this pattern of life.
And these are all patterns of life.
For todays journey, let us proceed by aligning the six chakras, both manifest and
unmanifest, therefore the dual pattern of six, you see, crowned by the Master Chakra, that
being the sphere, and through this natural alignment or configuration we shall engage
these understandings. Allow then this be so, and we shall be carried into the truth of this
pattern of life.
As you can perceive, a new reality begins to appear as the alignment progresses.
And it is the archetypal pattern for your existence and carried to further expression it is
that of your True Nature as well. Regulating lifes reality is no simple matter, for it
involves balance and harmonious configuration from the essential nature to the denser
expression of life.
There is a quality of tone to your existence, our brother, that speaks of this
essential nature and it does not change at the whim of a careless thought or action. They
are elemental thrusts of life. This tone serves the will to understand and be and become
and restores confidence and purpose through the realization of meaning. This tone
appears in many ways, determined by the perceptive power of the individual. This tone
can magnify a thought, can diminish an undesired life involvement. It can stimulate all
the regenerative and rejuvenating faculties of your being. This tone is catalyst for the
natural response of your many systems of life to each ones harmonious and balanced
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nature. This tone can be known through the emotions, through the thought, through all
the senses. This tone nurtures and is your nameless name in all of life.
Encourage the memory and the conscious relationship with this core reality of
your being and all of your life can be magnified. Choose wisely, dear one, and find peace
in your truth.

Jan. 7, 2002 B
T-99: chaos into order into chaos
BROTHERHOOD OF THE ONE LIGHT: Todays exercise in understanding pertains
to the abolishment of all forms of the cursory annihilation of character through summary
judgment by individuals and groups. Todays glyph
represents chaos into order into chaos. The cycling, then, of
the simultaneously ordered and random nature of the human
journey. Humanitys appetite for deliberation and hunger for
conclusion leads it into this cycling. Entering, then, this grid
of understanding brings about a threshold of reality
transcending this, you see. Its purpose is as an opportunity to
return to that quality that finds no need to judge or determine
value or to gauge comparative worth or to hold in esteem or
T99
disdain.
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We enter, then, this portal into wisdom for todays
journey. Let us begin, then, by relaxing the hold on life that accustoms one to human
identity and the norms of society, allowing then the peace to enter of the universal nature
of divine understanding and being. We do so at this time.
Forming conclusions as you are beginning to understand limits the journey and
forms a perception of a finality of understanding when, in truth, any reality, any
movement of life is an endless journey of change, of expansion, of contribution and
absorption. We know this remains elusive to many; therefore, the purpose of this glyph.
Observe, then, through the powers of perception of this perspective even humanity itself
and your own existence. And know and understand the futility of labels, of conclusions,
of limiting opinions. Instead, marvel at the wonder of its movement, at the peace that it
generates through its being.
See each other in this way, our beloved, for this brings forth a community of
understanding that bridges the divisiveness in human culture. This state of being and
perception is more natural than the former and brings a peace and freedom to touch life in
an unlimited way. We creatures of life have known these limitations and their alternative.
Bring about, then, the sense of brotherhood that comes in this way and humanitys
consciousness realizes one life as its True Nature and serves the awakening of its
progeny. Be then in peace with your neighbor, dear one, and with yourself and all you do.
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